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INTRODUCTION

Internet connectivity, software, and autonomous capabilities are increasingly integrated into all manner of devices and objects, creating the so-called Internet of Things (IoT). These devices range from fitness trackers to household appliances, automobiles to critical infrastructure. The goal is to create ‘smart’ objects - with greater convenience and efficiency - through the integration of digital components and capabilities.

Historically, products with these digital components and capabilities have not had sufficient security measures incorporated into their design. Several high-profile events of the past year, such as the WannaCry ransomware outbreak, which made use of flaws in the Windows operating system, and the discovery of the Spectre/Meltdown flaws in Intel chips, show that decades of defects are piling up. The well-being and safety of the millions of individuals who use these ‘smart’ products, as well as the commercial viability of enterprises that also use these technologies, are at stake.

In the past, strict products liability has not tended to apply to the designers, manufacturers, and/or retailers of digital products. This is because the impacts from the failures of these products have been limited to mostly economic damages, such as the inconvenient need to reboot a device or restore data from a backup. In the future, failures of increasingly ubiquitous IoT devices are likely to have more serious consequences such as damage to property, personal harm, or even death. This significant change in harms calls for policy makers to consider the allocation of responsibility for the harms. This different assignment of liability will affect the business models of companies that design, manufacture, and sell these technologies; the insurance market; and, ultimately, the trajectory of technological change.

The intent of this paper is to identify new risks driven by continued waves of technological change and the accompanying policy issues they raise. It aims to help the policy community understand a complex, multi-disciplinary domain without requiring deep technical expertise in
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each field explored (e.g. economics, law, and technology). It does this by providing concise explanations of relevant concepts then links them together in a way that identifies relevant questions. Such an approach is necessarily incomplete – perhaps even incorrect in parts. It is however a first step towards developing policy to effectively manage the potential risks identified and understand the potential allocations of associated liability. This will be crucial to ensure that those best placed to implement measures to make these technologies more secure at the lowest cost, do so, while, at the same time, ensuring that the pace of innovation is not unnecessarily stymied.

This paper starts by taking stock of the causes of insecure digital technologies. It then considers the potential harms that their failures have and may impose upon society, with a view to proposing ways in which to potentially allocate liability for the harms in the future. The conclusions of this report should be thought of as a research roadmap. Answering the questions raised in the conclusions – and using those questions as a springboard to identify and answer others – will provide a foundation for better future policy decisions in this space.

Why are digital technologies often insecure?

The insecurity of some digital technologies is taken as a given by some consumers. Some software requires annual updates, which in turn requires periodic patch downloads and installation to fix bugs in software. Anti-virus software often has to be purchased with a new computer then kept up-to-date in response to new threats.

Insufficient security measures, dangerous design or adding-on of security features post-design are not unlike the past practices of the automotive industry. Prior to the 1970s, some automobiles were designed without certain safety features e.g. the glare from dashboards that came with chrome finishing would periodically blind drivers. Some safety features were optional e.g. seat belts had to be separately purchased and installed by the customer. Some cars were even found to have been designed in a way that was inherently unsafe (e.g., the Ford Pinto). A wave of civil suits in the 1960s and 70s led to new automotive safety laws and regulations, which in turn incentivized the safer design of cars that are now enjoyed today.

Why do unsafe design practices occur and persist? Cyber security is commonly considered to be a technical domain. If that were the case, solutions would lie simply in installing more technical security measures. However, this narrow approach ignores the root causes that lead some
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producers to not install security measures – potentially at a lower net societal cost – earlier in the design process.

A broader view partly attributes the absence of certain cyber security measures to weak economic incentives. These include network effects and a number of market failures, such as information asymmetry, negative externalities, and moral hazard.

**Network effects**: Internet- and software-related industries (information technology industries) are characterized by demand-side network effects. When one person joins the network, it increases the value of using the network to others, which then encourages more people to join the network. Strong network effects are possible in markets where products or services can be provided at a low marginal cost, as is the case in many digital technology sectors. The end result is a winner-take-all dynamic where a premium is placed on moving first in a market so as to generate the network effects that ensure market dominance. Delays in delivering a product to consumers can be the difference between dominance of a multi-billion dollar market or bankruptcy. Installing additional security measures and following more rigorous software and hardware development processes can slow down development time and thus time to market. As a result, for a subset of companies, security measures are not designed into products. Over time, this problem becomes more pernicious because design defects can be layered on top of one another.

**Information asymmetry**: It can be difficult for consumers to evaluate the security features of highly-technical products. It can also be difficult for consumers to evaluate the relative quality of software code because many producers use technical protection measures to protect software from inspection. These measures are illegal to bypass. When considering which products to purchase, if given a choice, consumers are not always able to assess which is truly the more secure option. Compounding matters, the inability to assess the relative security of a product means that those producers who have invested in more secure products cannot easily differentiate themselves in the
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3 The industry practice has been to ‘ship-now, patch-later’. This involves shipping software known to have bugs (though not known where and which bugs precisely) then, when bugs are found later, providing a patch for download to software users (at those users’ bandwidth expense).

4 Digital technologies are not invented anew with successive generations. If not rectified, flaws in old digital technologies persist while new flaws are introduced due to the addition of new, under-tested components. Often components interact, which introduces additional points of failure beyond the original and newly added flaws.
market. This prevents them from passing the additional cost onto consumers in the form of higher prices. This can result in a similar outcome to a ‘market for lemons’ for some products, i.e., where ‘good’ products are crowded out by the ‘bad’.  

**Externalities and moral hazard:** Negative externalities are a cost imposed on society as a result of another party’s actions. With digital technologies, the costs from cyber security incidents aren’t always borne by the producer of the technology in question. As a result, a socially suboptimal (i.e., excessive) amount of the product in question is produced relative to the quantity that would be produced if the costs were borne by the responsible party (‘priced-in’). Moreover, some producers do not implement sufficient security measures to reduce the probability of some classes of incidents given that the costs of the incidents are borne by others. This points to another market failure, moral hazard, which involves one party bearing the costs and losses due to the risky actions of others.

**The consequences of market failures and insecure technology**

Over many decades, weak incentives and market failures have led to an accumulation of insecure hardware and software. Events of the past year, such as the WannaCry ransomware outbreak (see box below), suggest that the potential liabilities due to this technical deficit are becoming increasingly real.

As these incidents occur, an essential question arises: Who is or should be liable for the costs of the incidents? In some cases, where complex and international supply chains are involved, the answers are not immediately obvious. However, finding such answers will become paramount over the coming decade if the full benefits from continued adoption and use of these digital technologies are to be realized.
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In May 2017, a strain of ransomware malware dubbed WannaCry spread to hundreds of thousands of computers in at least 150 nations. Ransomware encrypts the hard drive of the computer in question and demands that the computer’s owner pay a ransom (usually in Bitcoin). If paid, keys are provided to decrypt the computer. If not paid, and no other solution is found, the data on the computer are rendered useless.

Thousands of individuals and organizations were harmed worldwide. Hospitals in the National Health Service in the United Kingdom, train stations, a Toyota car factory, and other organizations – as well as their clients and employees – were subsequently affected. The ransomware spread automatically to some systems while others required a person to infect the machine (e.g., by opening an infected email attachment). Those who paid the $300-600 ransom could decrypt their hard drives. Some managed to decrypt without paying the ransom. Others did not pay – or had back-ups. At the time of writing, the equivalent of over $150,000 had been paid in ransom to Bitcoin wallets associated with the malware.

WannaCry made use of a vulnerability in various iterations of Microsoft Windows operating systems. Microsoft had detected the vulnerability and issued a patch in March 2017, two months before WannaCry emerged. However, not all users of the more than one decade old operating system had installed the patch.

In a twist to the story, the National Security Agency (NSA) of the United States of America had, for an unknown amount of time, possessed knowledge of the vulnerability and had been using it for intelligence purposes. Knowledge of the vulnerability became public when a cache of exploits, which

8 Ibid.
9 To view the activity of the wallets associated with the malware see:
a. https://blockchain.info/address/115p7UMMn3oj1pMykpHjJcRdfjNXi6rLn,
b. https://blockchain.info/address/12t9YDPgwueZ9NvMgw519p7AA8rjr6SMw,
c. https://blockchain.info/address/13AM4VW2dhxYgXeQep0HkH5Qyu6NgaEb9
had been developed by and then stolen from the NSA, was dumped on the internet in April 2017. It is not yet clear if the NSA should have disclosed that it possessed knowledge of the vulnerability, as the Vulnerabilities Equities Process\(^{12}\) would dictate, or whether the espionage value that the vulnerability possessed trumped the security interests of the individuals and companies later affected by the ransomware.

A group of unknown membership named the Shadow Brokers claimed responsibility for the theft of the NSA’s cache of exploits and related vulnerabilities. American intelligence agencies have concluded that the North Korean government was responsible for the development of WannaCry.\(^{13}\)\(^{14}\) This introduces another layer of complexity as an incident caused intentionally by a malicious state actor carries with it different legal treatment and consequences to those caused accidentally and/or by a non-state actor.

Whose fault is WannaCry and who should bear its costs given this complex situation? Is it the fault of the hundreds of thousands of individuals or organizations that did not implement adequate cyber security measures to protect themselves? Is it Microsoft, which created and sold over the course of a decade, the buggy operating system on which so many thousands of organizations rely? Is it the U.S. NSA, and the U.S. government by proxy, which procured and then lost the knowledge of the vulnerability used for WannaCry (and many other strains of malware)?\(^{15}\) Is it the thieves who stole the NSA arsenal then publicly released the exploits? Or is it the developer of the WannaCry malware itself?

\(^{12}\) The Vulnerabilities Equities Process (VEP) was put in place by the Obama Administration to help determine when knowledge of ‘zero-day’ vulnerabilities, purchased and/or held by intelligence agencies, should be kept secret or made public. It was an attempt to reconcile, on the one side, the needs of intelligence agencies to exploit vulnerabilities as a part of their signals intelligence mission, against the risks that continued existence of the vulnerabilities in question pose to all other users of the related technologies. For more information, see: https://jia.sipa.columbia.edu/online-articles/healey_vulnerability_equities_process#_edn8. The Trump Administration has built on the VEP by releasing specifics on the criteria used to determine whether vulnerabilities should be disclosed or not. For more information see: https://www.whitehouse.gov/sites/whitehouse.gov/files/images/External%20-%20White%20House%20Fact%20Sheet%20on%20VEP%20-%20FINAL%2011152017.PDF


\(^{14}\) Ibid.

Bugs in software are defects that lead to incidents such as WannaCry. Buggy software is not exceptional. Steve McConnell estimates that programmers make between 10 and 50 errors for every 1,000 lines of code. Careful checking at big software companies, he says, can push that down to 0.5 per 1,000 or so. Consider that hundreds of thousands of lines of code are found in a typical device. For instance, Alfred Katzenbach, the director of information technology management at Daimler, reportedly said that the radio and navigation system alone in the S-class Mercedes-Benz requires over 200 million lines of code. That equates to tens of thousands of bugs in just that component of an automobile – let alone the software already embedded in countless other devices today. Consider that the number of devices, and average size of source code, will continue to increase over the coming decade. This software is and will continue to be integrated into vehicles, medical devices, critical infrastructure, and all manner of devices that, in the event of failure, can cause bodily injury and/or property damage. In the absence of a profound paradigm shift in existing development practices, the scale of this already severe problem will only increase further.

Software bugs are only part of the larger security picture. A number of initiatives have emerged around determining a set of basic security measures or features that should be present in devices or objects that are connected to the internet and contain software. That there are so many initiatives is indicative of a widespread consensus that basic security measures are not being implemented in these products. The emergence of these efforts has been driven partly by decades of learning from real world incidents and partly driven by the requirements of the European Union’s General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) and Directive and the Directive on Security of Network and Information Systems (NIS Directive). A number of initiatives are currently underway to enumerate these security measures – for instance, Consumer Reports’ development of Security and Privacy Standards for IoT Products and the Open Internet of Things Certification Mark project. The Cyber Independent Test Lab is also developing measures of software risk. Some proposed measures relate to ensuring appropriate patching capabilities, use of end-to-end encryption (where appropriate), requirement for a user-defined or unique password in order to function (where appropriate), among many others. These
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19 IoT Mark, available from: [https://iotmark.wordpress.com/principles/](https://iotmark.wordpress.com/principles/)

20 Cyber Independent Testing Lab website: [http://cyber-itl.org](http://cyber-itl.org)
relatively basic features are not always included in new IoT products. Ensuring that these security features are designed into new technologies in the future will be essential to a reduction in the occurrence of device failure as well as the reduction in the potential and eventual cost or injury to users of these technologies.

**Public policy options to address market failures**

The presence of market failures typically provides the justification for government intervention to correct those failures. There are many possible interventions to address market failures including fines, labeling and standards, regulation, and product liability.

Regulatory measures seek to incentivize companies to internalize the damages caused by their practices. Fines are a common way in which to do so. However, fines are sometimes small in relation to the revenue that could be generated from the product in question, which may weaken the effectiveness of the fines. For instance, in the United States, the Federal Trade Commission (FTC) lacks the general authority to issue civil penalties. Instead, a company must become subject to a final order by the FTC, either via settlement or adjudication of an enforcement action, after which the FTC can bring an action in federal court to obtain civil penalties or other consumer redress. The FTC can bring enforcement actions against companies alleged to have engaged in “unfair practices,” which are defined as those that "cause[] or [are] likely to cause substantial injury to consumers which [are] not reasonably avoidable by consumers themselves and not outweighed by countervailing benefits to consumers or to competition.” Missing security measures on digital technologies might be considered as unfair practices in the event that they fulfill this criteria. The fines for continuing unfair or deceptive practices following such a decision are capped at a relatively low amount (depending on the nature of the violation – up to $40,000). These fines are not linked to the
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24 15 U.S. Code § 45(n).

gross cost to consumers and society as a result of the unfair practices that have occasioned substantial injury to consumers. This limits their effectiveness as a means by which to incentivize companies to internalize the costs to consumers – and society more generally – of their products with missing security features.

To address information asymmetries, there is a need to provide clearer and more visible indications of product characteristics so as to allow buyers and sellers to interact on equal footing. This has typically been addressed through development of standards and associated labelling (e.g., EnergyStar ratings for the energy efficiency of some household appliances). No such label yet exists for security in the IoT space. Mandating minimum security standards is one other option, e.g., the proposed Internet of Things Cybersecurity Improvement Act of 2017, which would apply only to public procurement. The difficulty with this option is that it can be hard to ensure that new problems are not created due to government failure, including regulatory capture. Ensuring that the minimum standard remains adequate in the face of continued technological development can also pose issues.

Finally, tort law is an avenue that allows people to receive compensation due to harm caused by the deceptive, negligent, and/or harmful practices of individuals or corporations. In the context of new technology, a strength of tort law is that it does not prescribe what specific measures should be put in place to improve the security of the technologies in question. Of course, tort litigation must necessarily occur ex post (i.e., after the harm has been incurred). At the same time, the threat of future liability due to application of tort can act as a deterrent (e.g. an incentive to take measures ahead of time to reduce the probability of subsequent harm/damage).

**Strict Products liability: internalizing damage from products**

Products liability establishes the liability of manufacturers, processors, distributors, and sellers when their products cause personal harm or property damage to others. Three possible legal paths may be pursued: strict liability, negligence, and defective or inadequate warnings. This
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paper focuses on just one of these paths, strict liability, and will not open an examination of the other paths.

Strict products liability ensues when harm is caused by or threatened by unreasonably dangerous products. One of its purposes is to ensure that the costs of harm to a person – or property of that person or a third party – due to a product are borne by the producer of the product. Negligence and strict products liability have some similarities and differences, which emerge from varying past decisions across courts. Negligence usually involves a breach of a duty of care which leads to injuries by a first party. A breach may occur when measures are not taken to mitigate known risks. Strict products liability, by contrast, does not require the plaintiff to prove the defendant’s prior knowledge of a risk (i.e. lack of knowledge of a risk is not a defense). It can be invoked by third parties who have suffered harm and/or damage to their property due to a defect in a product regardless of whether a risk was previously known. Therefore, strict products liability cannot be transferred from product to user via contract, which renders infeasible the common practice in the software industry of absolving liability for the vendor through End User Licensing Agreements.

The primary goal of strict liability is to assign risk to parties most proximate to it and able to prevent the harm. Two positive policy outcomes of this goal are to:

- Ensure that those who rush a product to market, at the expense of implementing security measures, are subsequently penalized for doing so. Products liability incentivizes producers to weigh the potentially small cost of mitigating the defective design or manufacturing element in their product against releasing the product with defects and having to cover potentially large eventual damages that these defects cause.
- Place all producers on the same legal footing. There would be no more shirking responsibility for poorly designed or manufactured products. This means that those who incur the costs of better security can pass it onto consumers in higher prices thus decreasing the “market for lemons” phenomenon.

For strict products liability to apply, the product has to cause harm, death, or property damage due to a defect in the product (proximate cause). A product may be defective in three possible
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ways. There may exist a defect in the **design** of the product itself, a defect may be introduced during the **manufacturing** process, or defective or inadequate **warnings** may be provided to the consumer about dangers posed by the product. Wendy Knox Everette has already made the case for application of inadequate warnings about dangers posed by software linked to vulnerability disclosure.\(^{32}\) This paper will instead focus on design defects.

For a product’s design to be deemed defective, the plaintiff must prove that, “there is hypothetical alternative design that would be safer that the original design, as economically feasible as the original design, and as practical as the original design, retaining the primary purpose behind the original design despite the changes made”.\(^{33}\) In the U.S., one of two tests are commonly used to determine if this threshold has been crossed: the risk-utility test or the consumer expectations test. The application of each test varies across states.

The risk-utility test involves running a kind of cost-benefit analysis, referred to as Hand’s Test, to weigh the cost to the producer of redesigning the product in a way that removes the dangerous defect against the benefits to society from removal of the defect. A product is considered defective if “the cost of an alternative design incorporating safety checks was less than the social risk resulting from their omission.”\(^{34}\) The consumer expectations test asks whether the consumer would expect a product to behave in a certain way or not. In the event that the product imposes damage or harm due to some expected behavior – such as a knife – then strict products liability is unlikely to apply. However, were the product to cause damage or harm due to unexpected behavior, then the consumer expectations test might be satisfied.

Institutional differences between the U.S. and the EU results in products liability being structured and applied differently. In short, products liability in the U.S. is found mainly in common law and in Article 2 of the Uniform Commercial Code, which is adopted and enforced at a state-level and deals with the sales of goods. In the EU, the Product Liability Directive was one of the first Directives to be put in place in 1985. Member States are then responsible for developing, implementing, and enforcing their own national legislation.
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Given these differences, policymakers on either side of the Atlantic are beginning to embrace the idea of products liability for IoT devices in different ways. For instance, the U.S. President’s Commission on Enhancing National Cybersecurity released a report in December 2016 entitled ‘Securing and Growing the Digital Economy’. In this report, the commission recommended, “A law with regard to liability for harm caused by faulty IoT devices and...recommendations within 180 days.” Additionally, starting in January 2017, the European Commission commenced a process of reviewing the Products Liability Directive to examine whether it is fit-for-purpose with regard to the new technological developments, such as IoT and autonomous systems. The outcome of these efforts will require a number of questions to be answered.

**Turning to history for answers**

Questions related to strict products liability have to be resolved:

- **A. When is a digital product deemed defective?**
- **B. Who is responsible for the defect?**
- **C. Who is responsible for the damage caused by the failures of the digital technologies?**

There are still no conclusive answers – though history may provide some clues.

In the past, after waves of technological change, it has sometimes taken many decades for liability to be (re)apportioned in industries where technologies and associated products impose harms and costs on society (e.g., automotives, asbestos, nuclear energy, radon). This is partly because it can take time for the harms and costs of new technologies to become evident. It also takes time to develop an evidence base with which to conclusively prove the link between certain technologies and their associated harms and costs.

In the past, once damages have been identified, liability has commonly been allocated to the seller of the product in question. However, complicating the picture for digital (IoT) products are complex supply chains for the design, manufacture, assemblage, shipping, and sale of these
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technologies. It may be relatively easier to identify fault and allocate liability for IoT products in sectors where the original equipment manufacturer/value-added manufacturer (OEM/VAM) model is more established than others. For instance, the OEM model is well established in industries such as the automotive industry, which is an industry where a great deal of digital innovation is occurring around automobiles with autonomous capabilities. Drawing lessons from this industry, and applying them to other industries and sectors, may be one promising way in which to resolve some elementary liability questions raised by technological change associated with the IoT.

The issue of liability allocation and digital technologies has been wrestled with several times over the past twenty years as the various concerned industries have evolved: first, as the niche software industry emerged and grew in the 1980-90s; then, as the internet was commercialized and globalized in the 1990s; and most recently, as digital technologies found their way into the hands of people worldwide in the 2000s. Each time, different reasons for and against the imposition of liability have been provided and decisions made by either governmental bodies or the judiciary.

When has product liability applied to digital products in the past?

There have been a limited number of past instances when class action lawsuits, some of which related specifically to strict products liability, as well as regulatory action, were successfully brought against companies linked to defects in their digital products. These suits have principally been brought in the U.S. rather than Europe. This is perhaps more reflective of the differing class action system in the U.S. than it is absence of similar issues having arisen in Europe. In some instances in the U.S., the lawsuits ended in a settlement, thereby preventing a conclusive ruling as to whether or not software or security practices could be considered as defects leading to the imposition of strict product liability.

One of the earliest cases, dating back to the late 1980s, was in the medical devices field. It involved cancer patients receiving overdoses of radiation due to a bug in the software that operated the radiation-dispensing device. Two patients died and several others suffered
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37 The OEM model involves one company manufacturing products (the original equipment manufacturer [OEM]) that are then marketed and/or branded by a different company (the value-added reseller [VAR]). Depending on the way in which the contractual relationships are set-up, certain liabilities may reside with either party.

injuries as a result of the defect. Alleging that the product was defective, unreasonably dangerous, and not fit for its intended use, the claim was eventually settled for an undisclosed amount of money.  

Another case involved a malfunctioning device that allowed patients to self-administer pain medication. Again, the case was settled, so no formal outcome emerged, though the case was presumed to have been brought under strict liability linked to defective software.  

In automotives, a New Jersey court applied product liability to a case where defective software on the on-board computer of a tractor-trailer failed, leading to a collision. General Motors paid $15 million in punitive damages after the Alabama Supreme Court agreed that a defective computer chip in a model of pick-up truck had led the death of a driver. Another example occurred in 2012 when the Toyota Motor Corporation was subject to design defect litigation related to the 2005 Camry L4 model and sudden vehicle acceleration without any act by the driver. The suit claimed a software defect prevented drivers from braking or disengaging the accelerator pedal once the vehicle had suddenly accelerated. A first round of analysis by NASA scientists, “found no evidence that a malfunction in electronics caused large unintended accelerations”. Subsequent examination by two expert witnesses found that there were defects in the software throughout the automobile. After inspection of the codebase one expert witness characterized it as ‘spaghetti code’. He was echoing the use of the same term by Toyota employees in prior discussion of the software with National Highway Traffic Safety Administration representatives. A class action lawsuit was settled for economic loss due to the defect. The settlement was for $1.3 billion and other relief. More recently, Tesla faced a class
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40 Zollers et al. (2005).
42 Roberts v Rich Foods, Inc.; in Rustad and Koenig.
43 General Motors Corp. v Johnston, 592 So.2d 1054 (Ala. 1992); in Rustad and Koenig.
45 Both experts’ full testimony can be read at: http://www.safetyresearch.net/Library/Bookout_v_Toyota_Barr_REDACTED.pdf. The slides of one expert, Michael Barr, can be found at: http://www.safetyresearch.net/Library/BarrSlides_FINAL_SCRUBBED.pdf
46 Incomprehensible and badly structured source code (typically including apparently meaningless jumps of gotos or a high degree of unnecessary coupling between modules.
47 See: http://www.safetyresearch.net/Library/Bookout_v_Toyota_Barr_REDACTED.pdf
action in California linked to the sudden and unstoppable acceleration of a Model X. Amongst the many complaints is a strict product liability claim. Court filings make many references to software in the context of cars being “computers on wheels,” which carries with it cybersecurity issues. At the time of writing the case is in mediation.

Other instances are unrelated to products liability though they involved the failure of digital technologies. FDA action, in the form of product recalls, have occurred due to defects in software. For instance, the software application cards of Medtronic devices have several FDA-enforced recalls (in at least 2004, 2012, and 2016) due to software issues leading to overdoses to patients, which led to patient harm and death.

Finally, the aviation industry has a long history of software-related incidents and crashes, although strict product liability suits have not usually been the outcome. For instance, it is believed that software failure was the probable cause of the 1996 crash of a Boeing 757 in Peru, which killed seventy people. An Airbus A330 nose-dived suddenly, twice, while flying off the coast of Western Australia during a Qantas flight in 2008. A number of passengers who were not wearing seat belts, and crew members, were seriously injured. According to a government investigation following the incident, the incidents were due to the malfunction of the software on one of the air data inertial reference units, which are used in the on-board autopilot system. Both the aircraft manufacturer, Airbus, and the company responsible for producing the faulty ADIRU, Northrop Grumman, were subsequently sued by passengers and the Qantas pilots with millions of dollars in damages awarded.
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53 Zollers et al. (2005), 767.

54 Rustad and Koenig (2005), 1578


What has prevented application of strict products liability in the past and what may change?

Insecure and defective digital products are not new. Why then has strict products liability only been applied in a few instances? There are a number of answers to this question.

Strict products liability requires that the plaintiff show physical harm, death, or property damage due to the defective product.\(^{57}\) Called the ‘economic loss doctrine’, there are limits placed on claims based on financial losses linked to productivity loss, business interruption, and loss of data.\(^{58}\) These are the kinds of impacts that have resulted from insecure digital products in the past. In at least two cases, the economic loss rule precluded recovery in tort.\(^{59}\) As digital technologies are built into more and more devices the potential for physical harm may grow.

Moreover, it has been difficult to demonstrate that missing security features or digital defects alone led to harm or damage and provide an empirically-based cost/benefit calculation with supporting probabilities for claims.\(^{60}\) This situation might be changing though as historical incidents provide a basis with which to calculate the likelihood of certain classes of device intrusion and/or failure. Commonly understood development practices might also arise that can reduce these risks.

At a technical level, satisfying the risk-utility test might be possible given that software can be copied at close to zero marginal cost and the devices are purchased and used by millions of (potentially) harmed people.\(^{61}\) This analysis is not clear cut given the additional cost that the rearrangement of development processes to incorporate more secure or reliable practices would entail. However quality programming frameworks and standards are now better developed and established than they were in the past. Their application is thus easier and potentially cheaper than at points in the past where they either did not exist or were not sufficiently developed for application.

It may also become easier to satisfy the risk-utility test (following the Hand formula) because of improvements in the methods with which to estimate the economic costs and losses of incidents. To reiterate, the risk-utility test requires weighing the cost to the producer of

\(^{57}\) Butler (2017).
\(^{59}\) See: Benning v Wit Capital Group Inc. and NMP Corp. v Parametric Tech Corp; in Rustad and Koenig (2005), 1580.\(^{60}\) Ibd, 1579.
\(^{61}\) Hecht (2005).
redesigning the product in a way that removes the dangerous defect against the benefits to society from removal of the defect. In the past, it was difficult to quantify the economic costs and benefits of each side given that the technologies themselves were so new and both the short- and long-term consequences of their failure hadn’t been witnessed or measured. With decades of historical data with which to conduct analysis, the consequences of incidents can now be more reliably estimated than in the past.

While mapping the risk-utility test to digital security measures might not be easy, and the convenience benefits of devices with less secure features would have to be balanced against the costs associated with their absence, the point is that the estimation of these values is becoming relatively easier. In addition, insurers are increasingly asked to underwrite the costs and losses from cyber security incidents. As their models improve, based on historical claims data, insurers will be increasingly able to estimate potential losses in the course of underwriting new policies. This evidence base might also be used to satisfy requirements under products liability law such as the risk-utility test and the least-cost avoider principle.

An additional wrinkle is that there is ambiguity as to whether software is considered a product or a service. This is important because products liability only applies to products – not services. In some U.S. states, software has been treated as tangible or intangible property. In some instances, software or firmware were claimed to be a list of instructions – not a tangible item. Yet over time, products liability has stretched the definition of tangible property to also include intangibles (gas), naturals (pets), real estate (house), and writings (navigational charts). If put to the test, it is possible, at least in some U.S. states, that software integrated into objects would be considered both as a part of tangible property and as a product, particularly in the context of incidents linked to IoT devices. In this event, liability is likely to accrue to the seller of the product and/or the designated OEM depending on the context.
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Finally, three defenses might be mounted by producers - with varying levels of success depending on the court and/or individual facts of a case in question - so as to evade application of strict liability due to design defects. First, producers might claim that, although the cost of the safety change is known after the product is in use, it could not have been reasonably foreseen at design time. Second, producers might claim that the ‘state of the art’ of the field was such that it was not technically feasible to identify and remedy the defects at the time of design. Finally, producers might claim that the incident occasioning harm or property damage was caused by a third party (‘cyber criminals’ or government-sponsored hackers) and, therefore, the third party, not the producer, should bear the liability. Each of these defenses might be weakening.

The foreseeability of certain incidents occurring due to poorly written software code or poorly configured (or not implemented) cybersecurity features is now much higher than one or two decades ago. Previously, a producer might claim that an empirically-based risk/benefit calculation for certain security features would be impossible given the impossibility to foresee computer intrusions. After twenty years of such intrusions occurring, this defense is less and less satisfying, especially in instances where security measures aren’t taken for relatively common threat actors and/or known vulnerabilities (e.g., using memory-unsafe programming languages can result in buffer overflows).

With regard to the state of the art of the field defense, rapid advances in the field of artificial intelligence are making it more and more technically feasible to identify and remedy bugs in code bases at scale.

Finally, with regard to the proximate cause defense, while incidents related to devices with software coupled with internet connectivity can often be initiated by a third party, with a better established history of incidents linked to internet connectivity or poorly written software, the concept of ‘foreseeable bystanders’ may now apply under certain conditions. For instance, it would be difficult to say that it was unforeseeable that routers with hard-coded, factory-set passwords could be hijacked as part of a botnet and used for denial of service attacks against innocent parties. This and many other high-profile incidents have raised awareness as to the
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known risks that certain software development practice entail – and the risks that internet connectivity brings – that mitigates previous defenses related to proximate cause and unforeseeability.

**Areas of further study**

The advent of the IoT might result in greater application of strict product liability law in ways that have not traditionally applied to prior products with software, internet connectivity and/or autonomous capabilities. Some key elements driving this shift are the increased use of these technologies in what are considered more ‘traditional’ industries (i.e., automotives, consumer electronics, medical devices, etc.), which heightens the risk of property damage and/or personal injury from incidents linked to defects in the software (possibly satisfying the economic loss doctrine), and the coupling with the now well-established historical record of incidents linked to known defects in software (possibly satisfying foreseeability).

Businesses that wish to take advantage of the commercial opportunities afforded by these technological advances would be wise to begin considering ways to manage the risk of future litigation by improving the security of relevant products. A strict products liability system does not necessarily have to result in lower innovation. Rather, encouraging responsible innovation can foster consumer trust, which in turn can result in faster or greater adoption of the technology. Such a liability system may also put producers on an even playing field in that competitors are not able to undercut the market with less secure devices then avoid incurring the costs linked to the damage caused by the failure of these devices.

However, ensuring such an outcome requires a well thought out and carefully considered response from stakeholders in the private and public sector. Below are a series of pending questions which, if answered, might lead to decisions concerning a strict liability system that balances the needs of consumers to safely benefit from these products against the needs of producers to be able to innovate and sell their products profitably. This is by no means a complete list – particularly given the as of yet unknown trajectory of technological change.

*What are ‘digital defects’?*

Clearly defining what can be considered defects, and under what conditions or levels, will be important to ensure that strict products liability is applied in appropriate instances.\(^{73}\)
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For instance, when narrowly considering software, not all bugs are vulnerabilities and not all vulnerabilities can be exploited. Clearly delineating between these concepts, across different types of software and/or firmware, and applying the designation of design defects, when appropriate, is likely to be necessary.

It may also be important to establish the absence of which security features, in certain contexts, should be considered as a defect. Establishing standards around IoT security, which is already occurring, is a major step forward in resolving when the absence of certain security features, in certain contexts, should be considered as a defect.

Moreover, it may be necessary to determine when and under what conditions ‘faulty’ data could be considered a design defect. Increasingly, critical decisions will be based upon data delivered in real, or near real, time from the IoT and other sensors. Failures may occur if the adequacy of the data used to make these decisions is not sufficient (in terms of accuracy, completeness, timeliness, precision, etc.). There is a body of case law that could be applied to help develop answers to these questions.

All of these various definitions will have to be able to cope with technological change over time so as to remain relevant and effective. For instance, the definition of ‘adequate’ security measures, or what specific bug or vulnerability is considered a defect, is likely to change over time as common or best practices evolve in line with technological change (for instance, bugs that allow for SQL injections, or lack of measures to mitigate SQL injections, might have been considered as non-defective in 1994 but is unlikely to be widely considered as such in the present day).

Should data be considered as property?

Data has not traditionally been considered property. As a result, when malfunctioning software or hardware has occasioned the corruption of data, strict products liability has not been applied. However, as people’s lives continue to be ‘virtualized’ and value continues to be created by and be contingent upon data, a conception of ‘digital assets’ or ‘digital property’ may emerge. This is not the first time that such a designation has occurred. For instance, in the EU Product Liability Directive, specific mention is given to ‘electricity’ as a product. While a
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similar designation for ‘data’ or ‘software’ may not be necessary, there is a need for further
definition around the property rights and ownership with relation to certain classes of data
(e.g., personally identifiable data).

What is the allocation of liability along the supply chain?

Value/supply chains in many industries are set to change as software, internet connectivity, and
autonomous capabilities are integrated into more-and-more objects. The liability issues raised
by adoption of these technologies may be different to those that have traditionally applied to
these industries (e.g., utilities, some consumer goods, etc.). Clearly demarcating where liability
or joint-liability lie as these chains evolve will be important if unnecessary and costly lawsuits
are to be avoided in the near future. While contractual arrangements might allow for the
allocation of liability between parties, in the event that strict products liability applies (which
cannot be transferred by contract), companies will need to be able to show who was
responsible for which component in different products and the quality assurance or safety
standard used to assess that component. This will in turn require development of digital
technology failure standards and thorough incident investigation.

Will software failure standards develop?

Most components on modern aircraft that make use of software are considered highly reliable.
This is because aircraft manufacturer must test and ensure that software meets a minimum
standard in terms of the time to failure. 76 No such standards exist for software in automotives
or other consumer devices. Developing and implementing such standards would go a long way
towards improving software reliability, under the threat of application of strict product liability
in the event of failure.

Will mandatory incident investigation arise for device failure?

Part of being able to establish who is liable following an incident is a thorough, publicly
available and mandatory investigation of the incident in question. This has been a standard
procedure in the aviation industry for many decades. These investigations, often undertaken by
a public authority, have proven to be helpful when litigation following an accident has occurred
and liability has had to be allocated amongst many different parties. Investigations allow one to
identify the source(s) of failure that led to the incidents and, in this way, identify whether
defects (such as bugs in software and/or missing security measures) contributed to the
incident.

So far, there is no equivalent for digital security incidents although proposals for such investigations – or a public authority to undertake such investigations – have been made for many decades. The automotive sector saw the creation of the Cornell Automotive Crash Injury Research Center at first (formerly known as the Cornell Aeronautical Laboratory), then the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration and National Transportation Safety Board, then major automotive companies themselves opened their own labs. Funding for an academic center for digital security incident investigation might be a first step in this area.

**What is the role of open versus closed source software?**

There are a number of complicated issues surrounding the potential application of strict products liability to open source or closed source software.

It may be necessary to treat open source software differently than closed source software. Often one cannot examine the codebase for closed source software due to technical protection measures and/or clauses forbidding such practices in End User Licensing Agreements. This means that bugs in that closed source software can persist, and place the safety of users of that software in jeopardy. Open source software, on the other hand, can be audited by users (or professional auditors) so as to identify and patch software bugs. If the concept of strict products liability is applied to incidents involving software failure, it may be necessary to establish whether closed source software should be treated differently.

However, open source software cannot be considered facially superior because it can be written in a way that is complex and thus difficult to understand. This would preclude users or experts from being able to adequately audit the software. To absolve those who write open source software entirely from liability may end up encouraging the opening up of existing closed source codebases but, at the same time, could encourage the unnecessary development of overly complex codebases. This would have the consequence of increasing the risk of software failure, a counterproductive outcome for user safety. Finally, open source software is commonly developed by communities of people. It may not be clear if and to whom liability could or should be allocated in the event that bugs in open source software contribute to incidents, which in turn cause physical harm or property damage.

---

How to manage liability issues associated with autonomous machines?

The integration of autonomous capabilities into objects raises unresolved questions pertaining to the allocation of liability in the event that the objects cause property damage or personal injury. These will be machines “that can define [their] own path, make [their] own decisions, and set [their] own priorities.” There will also be failures of these machines due to the inducement of third parties, such as has already been proven through research on adversarial perturbations. Reaching answers to questions of liability for such machines in these contexts will require deep examination. Suggestions to date have included application of a system of strict liability, which would require a court-compelled insurance regime given the shortcomings of tort law in resolving questions of liability; the application of a common enterprise liability system where each entity within a set of interrelated companies is held jointly and liable for the actions of other entities in the group; or granting legal personhood to the autonomous machines, which would allow one to essentially sue the machine but would, in turn, require that all stakeholders including the ‘owner’ of the machine take part in a self-insurance pool.

Conclusion

These questions offer a first step towards developing effective policy to manage expanding risks to consumers, business, and society as a whole from the proliferation of IoT products. Strict products liability is not an area that stakeholders in the digital technology space have had to contend with a great deal in the past. There is no denying that it involves complex relationships, balancing of equities, and difficult to allocate responsibility. Yet, ignoring the issue is not an option as the mounting costs and potential harms from the failure of IoT products become apparent. CDT is planning future research to explore the most pertinent of these questions in-depth to provide relevant, rigorous guidance to policymakers in this increasingly important and constantly evolving area.
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